
Wuxi Bolier Furnace & Dished End Co., Ltd     

Wuxi Boiler Furnace & Dished End Co., Ltd is a professional producer of dished 

end, U rings and corrugated boiler furnaces & the manufacturing machines etc.  

 

The Company is situated by the side of the scenic Taihu Lake. Hu-Ning 

Expressway, Jing-Hu Railway, the Great Canal and 312 National Highway to the 

east of the company form the traffic artery in East China; Tang Dynasty City, 

Yuantouzhu and Lingshan Buddha to its west are the famous tour destinations; 

Downtown Wuxi, a potential metropolis, lies to its north; And to its south is Taihu 

Lake, one of the largest and most beautiful lakes in China. The company was 

founded in year 1984, and professionally makes and markets ellipsoidal close 

overs for boilers and pressure vessels, U rings, flat tube plate close ends, special 

eccentric close overs for oil and gas boilers, corrugated furnaces and welding 

equipment. Thanks to the solid technical strength and advanced equipment, it has 

developed into a large-scale enterprise with complete product range. Currently, it 

occupies an area of over 20, 000 square meters and has over 500 regular clients 

nationwide.  

 

The company is the specialized close end manufacturer authorized by relevant 

provincial administrations. It obtained the national certificate of measurement 

confirmity in year 1994. It has a consummate quality guarantee system, all 

products are strictly checked in the factory and supervised by the Municipal 

Quality Inspection Bureau in accordance with the national standards, and it is 

entitled 'Enterprise with Trustworthy Products' by the bureau. In recent years, the 

company is successively granted the titles of AAA Grade Enterprise and 5-Star 

Enterprise by the municipal government, and in 2002, it passed the ISO9002 

certification. Following the principle of 'quality the first, credit the first, customers 

the uppermost', the company has been the dominant in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Anhui 

and Shanghai, and its products are sold all over the country and even to the 

international market. Aiming to providing the best service, the company will 

arrange the catering, accommodation and consignment for the visiting clients.  

 

Huangxiang Village,Huaihuangtown, Wuxi, Jiangsu, China  

Tel: +86-510-85387606 

Fax: +86-510-84060220 

Cellphone: +86-51015861402103 

Email: shankang911@yahoo.com 

Skype: shankang911 
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Corrugated furnace 

 
Corrugated furnace forming machine 
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Our customer 

 

 


